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…



The web 
should work 
for everyone



Yay, accessibility!



Lately: much talk about accessibility



Elegant, thoughtful coverage



http://alistapart.com/article/reframing-accessibility-for-the-web

http://alistapart.com/article/reframing-accessibility-for-the-web


http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2015/02/23/bbc-iplayer-accessibility-case-study/

http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2015/02/23/bbc-iplayer-accessibility-case-study/


Makes me hopeful and dreamy



Reality



This is your team



A team of people who build the web

Developers
Designers

Dev..signers?
Desilopers?



They’re pretty busy



Their world looks like this



Building the web is complex



Too much pressure and too many details



Leads to: burnout, apathy



Despair



But, again, here’s your team



I believe in the people on your teams



I believe humans are compassionate



And that builders desire excellence



Accessibility is but one piece of the 
complex fabric of web construction



We need to help lead the way

ACCESSIBILITY



Finding a path



Our ideal path

Accessibility bliss



Let’s go!



Many paths to and through the web



Many paths for the web 

Technical Context

Surrounding Processes

Individual Perspective
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Many paths for building 

Technical Context External ProcessesIndividual Practices
“the nature of the Web”

generalism required

broad knowledge needed

stuff changing all the time

firehose of information

priorities

project requirements
constraints
deadlines

communication woes
development cycles

client priorities

technical priorities
design/dev decisions

skill level
best practices

strategic thinking
finding info



We have hurdles to get past



This is our quest today

Technical Context

Surrounding Processes

Individual Perspective



Two keys to this problem



Synthesis



Motivation



The meaning of 
accessibility



“accessibility” from another angle



Feeling separated from the impact



Feeling separated from the impact



Feeling separated from the impact



Feels exotic, exceptional, specific



Making things work for inputs



Making things work in lots of places



Making things flexible



We’re adventurers!



Sound familiar?

Responsive Web Design!

Progressive Enhancement!



Parallels with accessibility



Fewer assumptions, relinquishing control



Connecting meaning to values



Putting it in context to build motivation

Interesting! An 
adaptive 

challenge!



Building our path



Doing what we already 
do, but better



Time to make stuff happen



Two kinds of doing

Doing what we do now, better

vs.
Doing new, different things



Two kinds of doing

Doing what we do now, better
vs.

Doing new, different things



News flash!

HTML is pretty accessible



Arrival of devices—recalibrating our 
thinking



Content is king



Which shows in the HTML results



Respect for content leads to good code



Baseline-first



Taking deliberate steps



1. Content obsession
2. Alternate/textual representations and 

fallbacks
3. Semantic HTML5 and hierarchical 

expression
4. Best practices in element, attribute use
5. Light DOM structure
6. Mindfulness of source order

Advocate mastery of authorship



Semantic HTML is powerful



Lovely code leads to accidental experts



Emphasize specifics



Ex:  HTML lang attribute

<html lang="en">

language-dependent styling

appropriate hyphenation rules

search results relevance

aids translation software

accessibility



Ex: <html> lang attribute
accessibility

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/H58.html

helps assistive technologies 
(AT) identify what language 

mode to use and how to 
handle content

required to meet the W3C 
Web Content Accessibility 

Guidelines  (WCAG) 2.0



Establishing good for the future

The usefulness of language tagging 
has increased over recent years, as 
technology has progressed, and it will 
continue to increase as we go forward. 
In many cases, these applications may 
not be things you see as important when 
first developing your content, but may 
grow in value as time progresses. 

“

http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-lang-why.en

http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-lang-why.en


Make connections



Avoiding the valley of 
despair



Beware the Valley of Despair



For more gains, more effort



It’s complicated: now what?



Moment of doom?









Boom…give up…



Our chance to educate, advocate



Remaining mindful of constraints



Synthesize down to chunks



Not everyone is an accessibility wizard



Layering things on



Synthesizing…what now?



Time to break down the problem

W3C WAI-ARIAWeb Accessibility Initiative
Accessible Rich Interactive Applications Suite

W3C



The HTML role attribute
http://www.w3.org/TR/role-attribute/

http://www.w3.org/TR/role-attribute/


Why roles?

The Role Attribute defined in this 
specification allows the author to 
annotate markup languages with 
machine-extractable semantic 
information about the purpose of an 
element. Use cases include 
accessibility, device adaptation, server-
side processing, and complex data 
description.

“

http://www.w3.org/TR/role-attribute/

http://www.w3.org/TR/role-attribute/




Roles have a larger…role

Roles can assist anything 
that parses the DOM. Not 
just Assistive 
Technologies.

Synthesis!



role



role
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abstract roles
document structure roles

widget roles
landmark roles

Breaking it down: landmark roles

Landmarks help 
assistive technology 
(AT) users orient 
themselves to a page 
and help them 
navigate easily to 
various sections of a 
page.

“

http://www.w3.org/WAI/GL/wiki/Using_ARIA_landmarks_to_identify_regions_of_a_page

http://www.w3.org/WAI/GL/wiki/Using_ARIA_landmarks_to_identify_regions_of_a_page
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Breaking it down: landmark roles

application
banner

complementary
contentinfo

form
main

navigation
search





Landmark roles: a small step



Pulling back the curtain on WAI-ARIA



role
abstract roles

document structure roles

widget roles
landmark roles



role



role
aria-*
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role
aria-*



role aria-*
widget

live region
drag-and-drop

relationship

abstract
document structure

landmark
widget

WAI-ARIA greatly oversimplified



It takes a village



Back to the bigger picture



Committing as a team



Or else we lose our path



Accessibility must fit in with the plan



Accessibility must be a part of us



Has to be constantly reassessed



Teams need to connect about 
accessibility



Presentation

Behavior



Our side trip is complete



Gathering Steam



role
aria-*



role aria-*
widget

live region
drag-and-drop

relationship

abstract
document structure

landmark
widget

WAI-ARIA greatly oversimplified



aria-*
widget

live region
drag-and-drop

relationship

Each attribute is a state or a property



aria-*
state

property

declares who I am

describes a detail about me

describes what I’m doing right now

role
From an HTML element’s viewpoint

widget
live region
drag-and-drop
relationship

abstract
document structure
landmark
widget



aria-*
state

property

never changes

changes rarely

may change often

role
From an HTML element’s viewpoint

widget
live region
drag-and-drop
relationship

abstract
document structure
landmark
widget



Bootstrap drop-down example
http://getbootstrap.com/javascript/#dropdowns

http://getbootstrap.com/javascript/#dropdowns


Focus on the <a> element



Zoom even closer

role
category: widget

attribute (property)
category: widget

attribute (state)
category: widget



Zoom even closer

role
category: widget

attribute (property)
category: widget

attribute (state)
category: widget

I am like a button!



Zoom even closer

role
category: widget

attribute (property)
category: widget

attribute (state)
category: widget

I (unchangingly) 
have a popup!



Zoom even closer

role
category: widget

attribute (property)
category: widget

attribute (state)
category: widget

Right now, I am 
not expanded.



Making meaning clearer



abstract roles
document structure roles

widget roles
landmark roles

Breaking it down: widget roles

application
banner

complementary
contentinfo

form
main

navigation
search



abstract roles
document structure roles

widget roles
landmark roles

Breaking it down: widget roles
alert
alertdialog
button
checkbox
dialog
gridcell
link
log
marquee
menuitem
menuitemcheckbox
menuitemradio
option
progressbar
radio
scrollbar
slider
spinbutton
status
tab
tabpanel
textbox
timer
tooltip
treeitem

combobox
grid
listbox
menu
menubar
radiogroup
tablist
tree
treegrid

standalone composite



standalone

Breaking it down: widget roles

alert
alertdialog
button
checkbox
dialog
gridcell
link
log
marquee
menuitem
menuitemcheckbox
menuitemradio

option
progressbar
radio
scrollbar
slider
spinbutton
status
tab
tabpanel
textbox
timer
tooltip
treeitem
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standalone

Breaking it down: widget roles

alert
alertdialog

checkbox
dialog
gridcell
link
log
marquee
menuitem
menuitemcheckbox
menuitemradio

option
progressbar
radio
scrollbar
slider
spinbutton
status
tab
tabpanel
textbox
timer
tooltip
treeitem

abstract roles
document structure roles

widget roles
landmark roles

button



standalone

Breaking it down: widget roles
buttonwidget > command >



button

Breaking it down: widget roles

aria-expanded (state)
aria-pressed (state)

aria-atomic
aria-busy (state)
aria-controls
aria-describedby
aria-disabled (state)
aria-dropeffect
aria-flowto
aria-grabbed (state)
aria-haspopup
aria-hidden (state)
aria-invalid (state)
aria-label
aria-labelledby
aria-live
aria-owns
aria-relevant

standalone

supported inherited
widget > command >



<div role="form">

<a role="button">



Or you could just use the correct element

<form>

<button>



<div role="tablist">

<div role="radiogroup">



Widget role-attribute taxonomy complex

http://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria/rdf_model.png

http://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria/rdf_model.png


It’s like a wild safari!



Entering
the danger zone



I decided to ask some questions





Is it that people don’t care?



People are overwhelmed



Again at the valley of despair



Making <progress>



All this JS for a <progress> widget?



http://www.oaa-accessibility.org/examplep/alertdialog1/

http://www.oaa-accessibility.org/examplep/alertdialog1/


So many specs and abstract documents!



http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-wai-aria-practices-20130307/

http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-wai-aria-practices-20130307/




Oh, dear



We’re drowning



There is a void



Difficult decisions



Oh, dear

No menuitems? You'll break it!



The challenge seems too hard











Should we give up?



Returning to safety



WAI-ARIA can be scary



Making it less scary



Building a safety zone



Best practices to polish

Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship

Design considerations



Safety zone
Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship
Design considerations

Polishing best practices



Introducing concepts

ARIA landmark roles



aria-*
widget attributes

live region attributes

relationship attributes
drag-and-drop attributes



widget attributes
live region attributes

drag-and-drop attributes
relationship attributes

Good idea: relationship attributes

aria-activedescendant
aria-controls
aria-describedby
aria-flowto
aria-labelledby
aria-owns
aria-posinset
aria-setsize
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Good idea: relationship attributes

aria-activedescendant
aria-controls
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More into the safety zone
Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship

ARIA landmark roles
ARIA relationship attributes

Design considerations

Polishing best practices

Introducing concepts



Getting more sophisticated

keyboard navigation and focus
ARIA standalone widgets
ARIA composite widgets



Stepping out of our comfort zone
Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship

ARIA landmark roles
ARIA relationship attributes

Keyboard navigation and focus
ARIA standalone widgets
ARIA composite widgets

Design considerations

Polishing best practices

Introducing concepts

More sophistication



A careful progression
Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship

ARIA landmark roles
ARIA relationship attributes

Keyboard navigation and focus
ARIA standalone widgets
ARIA composite widgets

Design considerations

Polishing best practices

Introducing concepts

More sophistication



A keyhole to the future



Gradual phasing in of more semantics

<div role="article">

<div role="main">

<div role="navigation">



Gradual phasing in of more semantics

<article>

<main>

<nav>



First rule of ARIA

If you can use a native HTML 
element…or attribute with the 
semantics and behavior you require 
already build in…then do so.

“
http://w3c.github.io/aria-in-html/

http://w3c.github.io/aria-in-html/


You can overdo it

<form role="form">



A careful progression
Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship

ARIA landmark roles
ARIA relationship attributes

Keyboard navigation and focus
ARIA standalone widgets
ARIA composite widgets

Design considerations

Polishing best practices

Introducing concepts

More sophistication



Synthesis



Our ideal path

Accessibility bliss



Co-existing realities

Technical Context External ProcessesIndividual Practices
“the nature of the Web”

generalism required

broad knowledge needed

stuff changing all the time

firehose of information

priorities

project requirements
constraints
deadlines

communication woes
development cycles

client priorities

technical priorities
design/dev decisions

skill level
best practices

strategic thinking
finding info



Individual motivation is essential

Individual Perspective priorities
technical decisions

skill level
best practices

strategic thinking
finding info



Rage quit



A common goal is essential

Surrounding Processesproject requirements
constraints
deadlines

communication woes
development cycles

client priorities



Risk losing our path otherwise



“the nature of the Web”
generalist’s skillset

broad knowledge needed
inconsistent tech

changing standards
firehose of information

Chaos surrounds us

Technical Context



Things are too deep of a dive now

It’s too hard



We can do these things today
Content and hierarchy

HTML authorship

ARIA landmark roles
ARIA relationship attributes

Keyboard navigation and focus
ARIA standalone widgets
ARIA composite widgets

Design considerations

Polishing best practices

Introducing concepts

More sophistication



But when I think of the future…



We should do as little as possible



We need to fill in the gaps

http://a11yproject.com/

http://a11yproject.com/


We need to document clear steps



We need clarity and standards
http://opensource.com/life/15/2/why-open-source-needs-accessibility-standards

http://opensource.com/life/15/2/why-open-source-needs-accessibility-standards


To go from this



To this



To this



To this



To this



Thank you



Accessibility for the 
Apathetic
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